Cameron R. Tipton, ASA, ARM-MTS
Member of ASA since 2017
Accredited Senior Appraiser in MTS with an aircraft specific designation in 2018
Received the ARM-MTS designation in 2019 after successfully completing the ARM 201 & 204 courses.

Cameron is actively involved in the Houston Chapter of the ASA and was recently elected to serve as an officer for the upcoming year

Cameron is a Co-founder of Flight Level Partners; an aircraft brokerage, valuation, and consultancy firm based in Houston, Texas.

Bachelor of Science in Psychology with a minor in English-West Texas A&M University

Campaign Statement

My name is Cameron Tipton and I am running to represent the ARM discipline as an at-large member for the upcoming 2020/2021 year.

Since becoming a member of the ASA in 2017, I have been proud to be part of an organization that has fixed its focus on a future of adding enhanced value to members and promoting long-term viability to the organization and appraisal profession. The expansion of the ARM discipline in recent years is a great example of the positive direction the organization has taken and speaks volumes of the quality of members within the ASA that have chosen to work tirelessly towards this shared vision. I am seeking to further propel this momentum and to empower the leadership with innovative solutions to organizational challenges.

Stronger Voice Together
Over the coming years, we must continue to effectively market and expand the ARM discipline across the ASA. The goal is a simple one, increased awareness across our membership base enhances the visibility and value of Appraisal Review and Management services across industries and to our clients. Recent updates to the ARM classes have paved the way for enhanced subscription to the designation and added increased value to professionals outside of the appraisal community. My goal will be to promote this value both within our organization but also increase awareness across the users of appraisal services.

Learning Together
Education is a cornerstone of the ASA’s philosophy and continues to be one of the largest differentiators our organization offers. The ARM discipline should continue its efforts to supply relevant and informative resources for current members that promotes continued education goals and professional development. Guidance and resources for current ARM members should reflect the diverse nature of the designation and work to collaborate with the principal disciplines to allow a more focused, designation-specific approach to ARM.
Leading Together
The ARM discipline is composed of a uniquely diverse group of elite professionals with a common passion for the valuation industry and a calling to promote its credibility. Ultimately, the goal of the Committee is and should always be to promote dialogue amongst ARM stakeholders and to work to facilitate positive change that reflects the desires of those stakeholders. It would be a privilege to serve the ARM Committee during the upcoming year and to work with all ARM designees to inspire continued growth and excellence for our ARM community and the ASA.